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This page: Tron Theatre A circular frame (26' 3" diameter) with integral sub-frame. Horizontal lighting bars are supported from the sub-frame.
1.  Perth Concert Hall A single 65' 7" x 23' Cablenet covers the space above the stage, while a second - consisting of six separate but 

conjoined grids measuring a total of 52' 6" x 16' 5" - covers the orchestra pit.
2.  Lincoln Performing Arts Centre 44' 6" x 38' 8" frame with three equally spaced support steels in each direction, the frame suspended using 

hangers from runway steelwork above.
3.  Queen Margaret’s University College 36' 5" x 26' 3" secured at 18' off the ground, creating a fully enclosed space above.
4. Nuffi eld Theatre Rectangular shaped frame, tapered along the short sides, with an overall size of 32' 10" x 16' 5".
5.  Bridgewater Hall A triangular system with sides of approximately 26' 3" this installation incorporates circular sleeves through which 

microphones can be raised and lowered when required.



Building on a history of innovative wire-based products spanning 

five decades, we developed and installed the first Cablenet Virtual 

Floor® in the mid 1990s. Since then, our market-leading systems 

have revolutionised high level access facilities at venues in North 

America, Europe, and beyond.

Cablenet tension wire grid platforms create a permanent Virtual Floor® 
strong enough to carry the weight of sound and lighting engineers,  
while offering freedom to light and/or rig through virtually any point.  
The open mesh construction means these floors are virtually invisible from 
ground level and cast no shadow from lighting rigs positioned above.

Tension wire grid systems are now an accepted and proven method of 
delivering safe and easy access to high level services. What’s special  
about Cablenet is the choice of systems, and the service and technical 
know-how behind them.

We produce Cablenet solutions for every kind of venue – theatres, concert 
halls, arts centres, exhibition halls, schools, and other public buildings – 
and we can meet virtually any requirement in terms of size and load.

These range from modular systems – with a standard solution delivering 
the optimum combination of performance and value, and an enhanced 
modular system offering increased versatility – to our custom service, 
enabling us to design, construct and install systems to meet the high level 
access needs of venues of any shape or size.

Having helped to pioneer the use of tension wire grid systems around 
the world, we bring a wealth of experience to every project, and we look 
forward to working with you to create the ideal solution for your venue.1
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1.  Downtown Centre, St. Petersburg A uniquely shaped Cablenet covering 1,900 sq. ft. with access  

via a cat ladder from rear of stage, incorporating a gated platform within the net.
2.  BIC Centre A 27,000 sq. ft. installation, it is the largest Cablenet in the world to date, comprising  

36 miles of steel cabling and 75 tons of steel.
3.  Leeds University Performing Arts Centre 36' 9" x 26' rectangular frame with three equally spaced  

support steels in each direction. The frame is fixed using wall fixings and hangers.
4.  Danshögskolan University College of Dance 65' x 50' 5" grid, installed using five frames.
Facing page: BIC Centre 36 miles of steel cabling and 75 tons of steel - the world’s largest Cablenet to date.

Over the years we have developed a range of systems to 
meet the different requirements of different projects.

From the functionality and cost-effectiveness of our 
standard Modular system, through the greater load 
capacity and flexibility of our ModularPlus+ system, to the 
ultimate design versatility of Cablenet Custom, we have 
solutions for every type and size of installation.

A Cablenet Virtual Floor® can be all-encompassing – 
Cablenet tension wire grids have been installed to  
cover complete theatres, even entire exhibition halls –  
or designed to provide access to a particular area. 

We can install Cablenet in new buildings or retro-fit to 
old; we can construct it in virtually any size or shape; 
and, using the experience we have gained since first 
introducing this system, we can design it to provide an 
economical solution to even the most challenging of 
building layouts.

In short, if you have a high level access requirement 
that would traditionally be met through the use of fixed 
gantries or walkways, the likelihood is that you’ll benefit 
from installing a Cablenet Virtual Floor® instead. 

The engineering expertise to deliver  
the right solution for your venue
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51.  Stables Theatre This simple, modular high level access platform consists of six square frames  
and one rectangular frame. 

2.  Seckford Theatre, Woodbridge School Eight Cablenet frames in two different sizes,  
positioned in two banks with 2' 7" wide plywood wheelchair access gangway in between.

3. Copenhagen Opera House 33 frames in two different sizes.
4.  Mary Immaculate College (MIC) 25 frames - five banks of five - with access ladders and handrails.
5.  Glasgow City Hall Ten retro-fitted grids with specially designed aesthetic roof panels on the underside, 

so from the hall below it looks as if there are 30 smaller nets.
Facing page: Seckford Theatre, Woodbridge School Eight Cablenet frames in two different sizes.

Our experience in the design of high level access facilities has led to  
the development of the Cablenet Modular system, an off-the-shelf 
tension wire grid platform capable of providing a cost-effective solution  
to a wide range of requirements.

Supplied in square or rectangular panels available in any combination  
of 4', 6', 8' and 10' dimensions, this affordable, high performance  
Virtual Floor® has been specified for venues of all kinds and delivers  
safe, strong and reliable performance. 

Combine this with the expertise we provide in terms of design, 
construction and installation, and you’ll see why Cablenet Modular is  
fast becoming one of the world’s most widely used systems of its kind.

n Economical, lightweight modular units 
n Square/rectangular frames up to 10' (e.g. 4' x 10', 8' x 8', 6' x 8' etc.)
n  Suitable for retrofit or new build; historic or cutting edge architecture
n  Adaptable for wheelchair access
n  Places no tension on supporting walls –  

only the deadweight of the frame
n Ideal for multi-purpose venues with changing lighting/rigging needs
n  Full consultancy from initial load calculations and computer modeling 

through to design, construction and installation 
n Annual service contracts available
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Cablenet Modular

Made from 1/8" (3mm) blackened or standard galvanised aircraft cable

Spacing 2"  (50mm)

End fi ttings 100% of MBL of steel cable achieved

Tension Low: slight defl ection

Live load capacity up to 20 lb/ft2 (1 kN/m2)

Point load Maximum 550 lb (275 kg)

Typical weight of 
a 10’ x 10’ frame

2.6 lb/ft2     
(12.7 kg/m2)

Overall design style Square or rectangular modular units

Maximum unsupported length 10' (3m)



For more demanding installations – such as those with 
higher load requirements or where deflection must be at  
the absolute minimum – or where greater versatility is 
required in terms of platform shape, we have developed 
Cablenet ModularPlus+.  

Like the Modular system, Cablenet ModularPlus+ 
installations are made up of multiple panels, but these can 
be made at any size to suit different venue layouts. These 
systems provide high load capacity and can be designed 
for any size of installation; considerations to be taken into 
account include the weight of such a system and potential 
limits in lighting opportunities (both resulting from the 
relatively high ratio of framework).

n Grid areas up to tens of thousands of square feet
n Ability to meet high load capacity requirements
n Modular panels in any size to suit different venue layouts

1.  IFEMA A 27,000 sq. ft. installation, this modular Virtual Floor® involved over 25 miles of steel cable and  
more than 50 tons of steelwork. The world’s second largest Cablenet. 

2.  BIC Centre 36 miles of steel cabling and 75 tons of steel - the world’s largest Cablenet to date.
3.  Danshögskolan University College of Dance This grid covers an area of 65' x 50' 5" and is installed using five frames.  

Two 14' 11" x 17' 3" frames are removable to allow rigging of assorted trapeze and aerial equipment. 
4. Weston Super Mare College A quadrant-shaped grid, two sides of 39' connected by a 39' radius circular frame.
5.  Norden Farm Theatre This Cablenet features three independently pivoting panels that tilt to a vertical position over  

the stage area, maximizing the room height for the fly scenery needed for conventional end-on theatre.
Facing page:  Capel Soar Five Cablenet tensioned wire grid frames, each measuring 9' 10" x 36' 1", installed in this  
multi-purpose arts, entertainment and learning space.
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Cablenet ModularPlus+

Made from 1/8” (3mm) blackened or standard galvanised aircraft cable

Spacing 2"  (50mm)

End fi ttings 100% of MBL of steel cable achieved

Tension High: minimal defl ection

Live load capacity up to 40 lb/ft2 (2 kN/m2)

Point load Maximum 720 lb (360 kg)

Typical weight of 
a 10’ x 10’ frame

4.3 lb/ft2     
(21.0 kg/m2)

Overall design style Square, rectangular or more abstract shaped modular units

Maximum unsupported length 12' (4m)



Over the years we have installed Cablenet systems in every size  
and type of venue, including two of the world’s largest tension wire  
grid platforms. This experience puts us in a unique position to  
design, construct, and deliver the right solution for you, whatever 
you’re looking for.

Cablenet Custom systems can be designed to fit single areas of  
up to 80ft x 80ft, and multiple frames can be installed to cover  
much larger spaces. 

Any internal size or shape can be accommodated, from the need  
to fit pre-existing steelwork, the particular challenges presented by  
retro-fitting to historic buildings, to the innovative architecture often 
employed in contemporary theatre or arts centre design.

Depending on whether intermediate compression members are  
used, a single frame floor (also known as a long-wire system) will 
benefit from having little or no intrusive steelwork; as well as making  
it lighter (potentially reducing the cost of supporting steelwork) this 
also makes it virtually invisible and enables lighting to be delivered  
from any direction.

5
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1. Junction Theatre An 28' 3" x 59’ grid installed at 21' above the main stage and auditorium.
2. Tron Theatre A circular frame (26' 3" diameter) with integral sub-frame. Horizontal lighting bars are supported from the sub-frame.
3.  RADA A custom designed 26' 3" x 26' 3" frame, square at the stage end with a curve at the auditorium end.
4. Centre for Contemporary Arts A 49' 2" x 26' 3" containment frame, with integral support structure, complete with hangers and lighting grid.
5.  Perth Concert Hall A single 65' 7" x 23' Cablenet covers the space above the stage, while a second - consisting of six separate but  

conjoined grids measuring a total of 52' 6" x 16' 5" - covers the orchestra pit.
Facing page: Camden Roundhouse. This donut-shaped grid’s frame has no support struts between its inner and outer frames.  
The outside diameter ring beam measures 46' 10" and the inside is 9' 10" in diameter, giving a total grid area of 461 sq. ft.
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Cablenet Custom

Made from 1/8” (3mm) blackened or standard galvanised aircraft cable

Spacing As required - usually within the range 2" - 3"  (50-75mm)

End fi ttings 100% of MBL of steel cable achieved

Tension To suit client defl ection requirements

Live load capacity up to 40 lb/ft2 (2 kN/m2)

Point load To suit client requirements

Typical weight of 
a 10' x 10' frame

n/a

Overall design style Custom designed to complement the architectural requirements

Maximum unsupported length To suit client requirements



This page: Helsingborg Theatre A curved grid, 75' 6" at its widest point and 31' 2" deep, following the shape of the ceiling.
1.  Brighton Dome A carefully designed donut shaped Cablenet, integrating with a complex array of existing steelwork that supports 

an ornate plaster ceiling below.
2.  St. Petersburg College A uniquely shaped tension wire grid. Covering 1,900 sq. ft. with access via a cat ladder from rear of stage, 

it incorporates a gated platform within the net. 
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CAbLENET CUsTOM VIRTUAL FLOOR® –  
ANy sIZE, ANy sHAPE, ANywHERE

n Custom-made to meet all sizes and shapes
n  Suitable for retrofit or new build;  

historic or cutting edge architecture.
n  Adaptable for wheelchair access
n  Places no tension on supporting walls –  

only the deadweight of the frame
n  Ideal for multi-purpose venues with changing  

lighting/rigging needs
n  Full consultancy from initial load calculations  

and computer modeling through to design,  
construction and installation

n  Annual service contracts available
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PROTECTINg yOUR INVEsTMENT

Cablenet protectors are quickly and easily fixed 
wherever ongoing wear and tear might occur. 
Made from heavy duty plastic, they are inserted 
in Cablenet apertures to protect the wire from 
abrasion when cables from moving parts like 
lifting bars and microphones pass through.

For ease of use, the protectors are produced 
in two pieces so that if necessary they can 
be fitted around an existing cable that already 
passes through the Cablenet. The two pieces 
are then secured in place using cable ties.

CAbLENET RANgE COMPARIsON
Modular ModularPlus+ Custom

Made from 1/8" (3mm) blackened or  
standard galvanised aircraft 
cable

1/8" (3mm) blackened or  
standard galvanised aircraft 
cable

1/8" (3mm) blackened or  
standard galvanised aircraft 
cable

Spacing 2"  (50mm) 2"  (50mm) As required - usually within the 
range 2" - 3"  (50-75mm)

End fittings 100% of MBL of steel cable 
achieved

100% of MBL of steel cable 
achieved

100% of MBL of steel cable 
achieved

Tension Low: slight deflection High: minimal deflection To suit client deflection 
requirements

Live load capacity up to 20 lb/ft2      
(1 kN/m2)

up to 40 lb/ft2      
(2 kN/m2)

up to 40 lb/ft2      
(2 kN/m2)

Point load Maximum 550 lb (275 kg) Maximum 720 lb (360 kg) To suit client requirements

Typical weight of a 10' x 10' frame 2.6 lb/ft2      
(12.7 kg/m2)

4.3 lb/ft2      
(21.0 kg/m2)

n/a

Overall design style Square or rectangular modular 
units

Square, rectangular or more 
abstract shaped modular units

Custom designed  
to complement  
the architectural  
requirements

Maximum unsupported length 10' (3m)  12' (4m) To suit client requirements



wALK ON
LIgHT THROUgH

RIg THROUgH

This page: Helsingborg Theatre A curved grid, 75' 6" at its 
widest point and 31' 2" deep, following the shape of the ceiling.



Cablenet - the Virtual Floor® for high level access

www.thecablenet.net | sales@thecablenet.net

...the perfect solution ... it was essential that groups of students could work safely at height ... with the lighting and 
sound equipment. TheTension Wire Grid allowed us to achieve this. Slingco were great to work with, extremely 
professional, prior, post and during site work. They were highly flexible, and were able to change installation dates 
at short notice. They worked anti-social hours to ensure our installation deadlines were met...

PAUL MCGREAL, PROJECTS MANAGER

...the entire installation is working perfectly giving us enormously useful and functional results. We are
completely satisfied with the installation, with its functioning, with the maintenance which you recently
carried out and of course with all the personnel of Slingco who took part in all the phases of these works...

GREGORIO OYA, ARQUITECTO TÉCNICO

...when [we] were faced with providing safe access for the frequent adjustment and focusing of theatre lighting ...the 
tension wire grid provided a permanent and safe working platform
where other methods had proved impractical ... the support provided by Slingco throughout was invaluable to the 
smooth running of the project and in ensuring the work was completed on time, and on budget...

JOHN FORRESTER, ESTATES MANAGER

UK OFFICE

Slingco Limited
Station Road, Facit, Whitworth, Lancashire OL12 8LJ
Tel: +44 [0] 1706 855 554 · Fax: +44 [0] 1706 855 559

US OFFICE

Slingco America, Inc. 
455 Ethan Drive, Fayetteville, Georgia 30214
Tel: 888 685 9478 · Fax: 888 728 4047


